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Abstract. We describe and implement a symbolic algebra for scalar and vector-valued finite5
elements, enabling the computer generation of elements with tensor product structure on quadrilat-6
eral, hexahedral and triangular prismatic cells. The algebra is implemented as an extension to the7
domain-specific language UFL, the Unified Form Language. This allows users to construct many finite8
element spaces beyond those supported by existing software packages. We have made corresponding9
extensions to FIAT, the FInite element Automatic Tabulator, to enable numerical tabulation of such10
spaces. This tabulation is consequently used during the automatic generation of low-level code that11
carries out local assembly operations, within the wider context of solving finite element problems12
posed over such function spaces. We have done this work within the code-generation pipeline of the13
software package Firedrake; we make use of the full Firedrake package to present numerical examples.14
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1. Introduction. Many different areas of science benefit from the ability to gen-18
erate approximate numerical solutions to partial differential equations. In the past19
decade, there has been increasing use of software packages and libraries that automate20
fundamental operations. The FEniCS Project [26] is especially notable for allowing21
the user to express discretisations of PDEs, based on the finite element method, in22
UFL [4, 2] – a concise, high-level language embedded in Python. Corresponding23
efficient low-level code is automatically generated by FFC, the FEniCS Form Com-24
piler [23, 27], making use of FIAT [21, 22]. These local “kernels” are executed on each25
cell1 in the mesh, and the resulting global systems of equations can be solved using a26
number of third-party libraries.27
There are multiple advantages to having the discretisation represented symboli-28
cally within a high-level language. The user can write down complicated expressions29
concisely without being encumbered by low-level implementation details. Suitable op-30
timisations can then be applied automatically during the generation of low-level code;31
this would be a tedious process to replicate by hand on each new expression. Such32
transformations have previously been implemented in FFC [33, 23]. In this paper, we33
extend this high-level approach by introducing a user-facing symbolic representation34
of tensor product finite elements. Firstly, this enables the construction of a wide35
range of finite element spaces, particularly scalar- and vector-valued identifications of36
finite element differential forms. Secondly, while we have not done this at present, the37
symbolic representation of a tensor product finite element may be exploited to auto-38
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matically generate optimal-complexity algorithms via a sum-factorisation approach.39
Firedrake is an alternative software package to FEniCS which presents a similar –40
in many cases, identical – interface. Like FEniCS, Firedrake automatically generates41
low-level C kernels from high-level UFL expressions. However, the execution of these42
kernels over the mesh is performed in a fundamentally different way; this led to signif-43
icant performance increases, relative to FEniCS 1.5, across a range of problems [35].44
As well as the high-level representation of finite element operations embedded in45
Python, Firedrake and FEniCS have other attractive features. They support a wide46
range of arbitrary-order finite element families, which are of use to numerical analysts47
proposing novel discretisations of PDEs. They also make use of third-party libraries,48
notably PETSc [10], exposing a wide range of solvers and preconditioners for efficient49
solution of linear systems.50
A limitation of Firedrake and FEniCS has been the lack of support for anything51
other than fully unstructured meshes with simplicial cells: intervals, triangles or tetra-52
hedra. There are good reasons why a user may wish to use a mesh of non-simplicial53
cells. Our main motivation is geophysical simulations, which are governed by highly54
anisotropic equations in which gravity plays an important role. In addition, they55
often require high aspect-ratio domains: the vertical height of the domain may be56
several orders of magnitude smaller than the horizontal width. These domains admit57
a decomposition which has an unstructured horizontal ‘base mesh’ but with regular58
vertical layers – we will refer to this as an extruded mesh. The cells in such a mesh59
are not simplices but instead have a product structure. In two dimensions this leads60
to quadrilateral cells; in three dimensions, triangular prisms or hexahedra. From a61
mathematical viewpoint, the vertical alignment of cells minimises difficulties associ-62
ated with the anisotropy of the governing equations. From a computational viewpoint,63
the vertical structure can be exploited to improve performance compared to a fully64
unstructured mesh.65
On such cells, we will focus on producing finite elements that can be expressed66
as (sums of) products of existing finite elements. This covers many, though not all,67
of the common finite element spaces on product cells. We pay special attention to68
element families relevant to finite element exterior calculus, a mathematical frame-69
work that leads to stable mixed finite element discretisations of partial differential70
equations [7, 8, 6]. This paper therefore describes some of the extensions to the Fire-71
drake code-generation pipeline to enable the solution of finite element problems on72
cells which are products of simplices. These enable the automated generation of low-73
level kernels representing finite element operations on such cells. We remark that, due74
to our geophysical motivations, Firedrake has complete support for extruded meshes75
whose unstructured base mesh is built from simplices or quadrilaterals. At the time76
of writing, however, it does not support fully unstructured prismatic or hexahedral77
meshes.78
Many, though not all, of the finite elements we can now construct already have im-79
plementations in other finite element libraries. deal.II [11] contains both scalar-valued80
tensor product finite elements and the vector-valued Raviart-Thomas and Ne´de´lec el-81
ements of the first kind [38, 31], which can be constructed using tensor products.82
However, deal.II only supports quadrilateral and hexahedral cells and has no support83
for simplices or triangular prisms. DUNE PDELab [12] contains low-order Raviart-84
Thomas elements on quadrilaterals and hexahedra, but only supports scalar-valued85
elements on triangular prisms. Nektar++ [15] uses tensor-product elements exten-86
sively and supports a wide range of geometric cells, but is restricted to scalar-valued87
finite elements. MFEM [1] supports Raviart-Thomas and Ne´de´lec elements of the88
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first kind, though it has no support for triangular prisms. NGSolve [41, 42] contains89
many, possibly all, of the exterior-calculus-inspired tensor-product elements that we90
can create on triangular prisms and hexahedra. However, it does not support elements91
such as the Ne´de´lec element of the second kind [32] on these cells, which do not fit92
into the exterior calculus framework.93
This paper is structured as follows: in section 2, we provide the mathematical94
details of product finite elements. In section 3, we describe the software extensions95
that allow such elements to be represented and numerically tabulated. In section 4,96
we present numerical experiments that make use of these elements, within Firedrake.97
Finally, in section 5 and section 6, we give some limitations of our implementation98
and other closing remarks.99
1.1. Summary of contributions.100
• The description and implementation of a symbolic algebra on existing scalar-101
and vector-valued finite elements. This allows for the creation of scalar-102
valued continuous and discontinuous tensor product elements, and vector-103
valued curl- and div-conforming tensor product elements in two and three104
dimensions.105
• Certain vector-valued finite elements on quadrilaterals, triangular prisms and106
hexahedra are completely unavailable in other major packages, and some107
elements we create have no previously published implementation.108
• The tensor product element structure is captured symbolically at runtime.109
Although we do not take advantage of this at present, this could later be110
exploited to automate the generation of low-complexity algorithms through111
sum-factorisation and similar techniques.112
2. Mathematical preliminaries. This section is structured as follows: in sub-113
section 2.1, we give the definition of a finite element that we work with. In subsec-114
tion 2.2, we briefly define the sum of finite elements. In subsection 2.3, we discuss115
finite element spaces in terms of their inter-cell continuity. In subsection 2.4 and116
subsection 2.5, which form the main part of this section, we define the product of117
finite elements and state how these products can be manipulated and combined to118
produce elements compatible with finite element exterior calculus. Up to this point,119
our exposition uses the language of scalar and vector fields as our existing software120
infrastructure uses scalars and vectors and we believe this makes the paper acces-121
sible to a wider audience. However, we end this section with subsection 2.6, which122
briefly re-states subsection 2.4 and subsection 2.5 in terms of differential forms. These123
provide a far more natural setting for the underlying operations.124
2.1. Definition of a finite element. We will follow Ciarlet [17] in defining a125
finite element to be a triple (K, P , N) where126
• K is a bounded domain in Rn, to be interpreted as a generic reference cell127
on which all calculations are performed,128
• P is a finite-dimensional space of continuous functions on K, typically some129
subspace of polynomials,130
• N = {n1, . . . , ndimP } is a basis for the dual space P ′ – the space of linear131
functionals on P – where the elements of the set N are called nodes.132
Let Ω be a compact domain which is decomposed into a finite number of non-133
overlapping cells. Assume that we wish to find an approximate solution to some134
partial differential equation, posed in Ω, using the finite element method. A finite135
element together with a given decomposition of Ω produce a finite element space.136
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A finite element space is a finite-dimensional function space on Ω. There are137
essentially two things that need to be specified to characterise a finite element space:138
the manner in which a function may vary within a single cell, and the amount of139
continuity a function must have between neighbouring cells.140
The former is related to P ; more details are given in subsection 2.3.2. A basis141
for P is therefore very useful in implementations of the finite element method. Often,142
this is a nodal basis in which each of the basis functions Φ1, . . . ,ΦdimP vanish when143
acted on by all but one node:144
(1) ni(Φj) = δij .145
Basis functions from different cells can be combined into basis functions for the146
finite element space on Ω. The inter-cell continuity of these basis functions is related147
to the choice of nodes, N . This is the core topic of subsection 2.3.148
2.2. Sum of finite elements. Suppose we have finite elements U = (K,PA, NA)149
and V = (K,PB , NB), which are defined over the same reference cell K. If the inter-150
section of PA and PB is trivial, we can define the direct sum U ⊕ V to be the finite151
element (K,P,N), where152
P := PA ⊕ PB ≡ {fA + fB | fA ∈ PA, fB ∈ PB}(2)153
N := NA ∪NB .(3)154155
2.3. Sobolev spaces, inter-cell continuity, and Piola transforms. Finite156
element spaces are a finite-dimensional subspace of some larger Sobolev space, de-157
pending on the degree of continuity of functions between neighbouring cells. We will158
consider finite element spaces in H1, H(curl), H(div) and L2.159
A brief remark: it is clear that these Sobolev spaces have some trivial inclusion160
relations – H1 is a subspace of L2, H(div) and H(curl) are both subspaces of [L2]d,161
where d is the spatial dimension, and [H1]d is a subspace of both H(div) and H(curl).162
However, in what follows, when we make casual statements such as V ⊂ H(div), it163
is implied that V 6⊂ [H1]d, i.e., we have made the strongest statement possible. In164
particular, we will use L2 to denote a total absence of continuity between cells.165
2.3.1. Geometric decomposition of nodes. The set of nodes N , from the166
definition in subsection 2.1, are used to enforce the continuity requirements on the167
‘global’ finite element space. This is done by associating nodes with topological entities168
of K – vertices, facets, and so on. When multiple cells in Ω share a topological entity,169
the cells must agree on the value of any degree of freedom associated with that entity.170
This leads to coupling between any cells that share the entity. The association of171
nodes with topological entities is crucial in determining the continuity of finite element172
spaces – this is sometimes called the geometric decomposition of nodes.173
For H1 elements, functions are fully continuous between cells, and must therefore174
be single-valued on vertices, edges and facets. Nodes are firstly associated with ver-175
tices. If necessary, additional nodes are associated with edges, then with facets, then176
with the interior of the reference cell.177
For H(curl) elements, which are intrinsically vector-valued, functions must have178
continuous tangential component between cells. The component(s) of the function179
tangential to edges and facets must therefore be single-valued. Nodes are firstly asso-180
ciated with edges until the tangential component is specified uniquely. If necessary,181
additional nodes are associated with facets, then with the interior of the reference182
cell.183
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For H(div) elements, which are also intrinsically vector-valued, functions must184
have continuous normal component between cells. The component of the function185
normal to facets must therefore be single-valued. Nodes are firstly associated with186
facets. If necessary, additional nodes are associated with the interior of the cell.187
L2 elements have no continuity requirements. Typically, all nodes are associated188
with the interior of the cell; this does not lead to any continuity constraints.189
2.3.2. Piola transforms. For functions to have the desired continuity on the190
global mesh, they may need to undergo an appropriate mapping from reference to191
physical space. Let ~X represent coordinates on the reference cell, and ~x represent192
coordinates on the physical cell; for each physical cell there is some map ~x = g( ~X).193
For H1 or L2 functions, no explicit mapping is needed. Let fˆ( ~X) be a function194
defined over the reference cell. The corresponding function f(~x) defined over the195
physical cell is then196
(4) f(~x) = fˆ ◦ g−1(~x).197
We will refer to this as the identity mapping.198
However, if we wish to have continuity of the normal or tangential component199
of the vector field in physical space; Eq. (4) does not suffice. H(div) and H(curl)200
elements therefore use Piola transforms to map functions from reference space to201
physical space. We will use J to denote Dg( ~X), the Jacobian of the coordinate202
transformation. H(div) functions are mapped using the contravariant Piola transform,203
which preserves normal components:204
(5) ~f(~x) =
1
det J
J ~ˆf ◦ g−1(~x),205
while H(curl) functions are mapped using the covariant Piola transform, which pre-206
serves tangential components:207
(6) ~f(~x) = J−T ~ˆf ◦ g−1(~x).208
2.4. Product finite elements. In this section, we discuss how to take the209
product of a pair of finite elements and how this product element may be manipulated210
to give different types of inter-cell continuity. We will label our constituent elements U211
and V , where U := (KA, PA, NA) and V := (KB , PB , NB) following the notation of212
subsection 2.1. We begin with the definition of the product reference cell, which213
is straightforward. However, the spaces of functions and the associated nodes are214
intimately related, hence the discussion of these is interleaved.215
2.4.1. Product cells. Given reference cells KA ⊂ Rn and KB ⊂ Rm, the refer-216
ence product cell KA ×KB can be defined straightforwardly as follows:217
(7)
KA×KB :=
{
(x1, . . . , xn+m) ∈ Rn+m | (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ KA, (xn+1, . . . , xn+m) ∈ KB
}
.218
The topological entities of KA×KB correspond to products of topological entities219
of KA and KB . If we label the entities of a reference cell (in Rn, say) by their220
dimension, so that 0 corresponds to vertices, 1 to edges, . . . , n− 1 to facets and n to221
the cell, the entities of KA ×KB can be labelled as follows:222
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(0, 0): vertices of KA ×KB – the product of a vertex of KA with a vertex of KB223
(1, 0): edges of KA ×KB – the product of an edge of KA with a vertex of KB224
(0, 1): edges of KA ×KB – the product of a vertex of KA with an edge of KB225
...226
(n-1, m): facets of KA ×KB – the product of a facet of KA with the cell of KB227
(n, m-1): facets of KA ×KB – the product of the cell of KA with a facet of KB228
(n, m): cell of KA ×KB – the product of the cell of KA with the cell of KB229
It is important to distinguish between different types of entities, even those with the230
same dimension. For example, if KA is a triangle and KB an interval, the (2, 0) facets231
of the prism KA ×KB are triangles while the (1, 1) facets are quadrilaterals.232
2.4.2. Product spaces of functions – simple elements. Given spaces of233
functions PA and PB , the product space PA ⊗ PB can be defined as the span of234
products of functions in PA and PB :235
(8) PA ⊗ PB := span {f · g | f ∈ PA, g ∈ PB} ,236
where the product function f · g is defined so that237
(9) (f · g)(x1, . . . , xn+m) = f(x1, . . . , xn) · g(xn+1, . . . , xn+m).238
In the cases we consider explicitly, at least one of f or g will be scalar-valued, so the239
product on the right-hand side of Eq. (9) is unambiguous. A basis for PA ⊗ PB can240
be constructed from bases for PA and PB . If PA and PB have nodal bases241
(10)
{
Φ
(A)
1 ,Φ
(A)
2 , . . .Φ
(A)
N
}
,
{
Φ
(B)
1 ,Φ
(B)
2 , . . .Φ
(B)
M
}
242
respectively, a nodal basis for PA ⊗ PB is given by243
(11) {Φi,j , i = 1, . . . , N, j = 1, . . . ,M} ,244
where245
(12) Φi,j := Φ
(A)
i · Φ(B)j , i = 1, . . . , N, j = 1, . . . ,M ;246
the right-hand side uses the same product as Eq. (9).247
While this already gives plenty of flexibility, there are cases in which a different,248
more natural, space can be built by further manipulation of PA⊗PB . We will return249
to this after a brief description of product nodes.250
2.4.3. Product nodes – geometric decomposition. Recall that the nodes251
are a basis for the dual space (PA ⊗ PB)′, and that the inter-cell continuity of the252
finite element space is related to the association of nodes with topological entities of253
the reference cell.254
Assuming that we know bases for P ′A and P
′
B , there is a natural basis for (PA⊗PB)′255
which is essentially an outer (tensor) product of the bases for P ′A and P
′
B . Let ni,j256
denote a “product” of n
(A)
i , the i’th node in NA, with n
(B)
j , the j’th node in NB257
– typically the evaluation of some component of the function. If n
(A)
i is associated258
with an entity of KA of dimension p and n
(B)
j is associated with an entity of KB of259
dimension q then ni,j is associated with an entity of KA ×KB with label (p, q).260
This geometric decomposition of nodes in the product element is used to moti-261
vate further manipulation of PA ⊗ PB to produce a more natural space of functions,262
particularly in the case of vector-valued elements.263
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2.4.4. Product spaces of functions – scalar- and vector-valued elements264
in 2D and 3D. In two dimensions, we take the reference cells KA and KB to be265
intervals, so the product cell KA×KB is two-dimensional. Finite elements on intervals266
are scalar-valued and are either in H1 or L2. We will consider the creation of two-267
dimensional elements in H1, H(curl), H(div) and L2. A summary of the following is268
given in Table 1.269
H1: The element must have nodes associated with vertices of
the reference product cell. The vertices of the reference product
cell are formed by taking the product of vertices on the intervals.
The constituent elements must therefore have nodes associated
with vertices, so must both be in H1.
270
H(curl): The element must have nodes associated with edges of
the reference product cell. The edges of the reference product
cell are formed by taking the product of an interval’s vertex
with an interval’s interior. One of the constituent elements
must therefore have nodes associated with vertices, while the
other must only have nodes associated with the interior. Taking
the product of an H1 element with an L2 element gives a scalar-
valued element with nodes on the (0, 1) facets, for example.
To create an H(curl) element, we now multiply this scalar-
valued element by the vector (0, 1) to create a vector-valued
finite element (if we had taken the product of an L2 element
with an H1 element, we would multiply by (1, 0)). This gives
an element whose tangential component is continuous across all
edges (trivially so on two of the edges). In addition, we must use
an appropriate Piola transform when mapping from reference
space into physical space.
271
H(div): We create a scalar-valued element in the same way as
in the H(curl) case, but multiplied by the ‘other’ basis vector
(for H1 × L2, we choose (−1, 0) – the minus sign is useful for
orientation consistency in unstructured quadrilateral meshes;
for L2 ×H1, (0, 1)). This gives an element whose normal com-
ponent is continuous across all edges, and again, we must use
an appropriate Piola transform when mapping from reference
space into physical space.
272
Note that the scalar-valued product elements we produce above are perfectly legiti-273
mate finite elements, and it is not compulsory to form vector-valued elements from274
them. Indeed, we use such a scalar-valued element for the example in subsection 4.2.275
However, the vector-valued elements are generally more useful and fit naturally within276
Finite Element Exterior Calculus, as we will see in subsection 2.5.277
L2: The element must only have nodes associated with interior
of the reference product cell. The constituent elements must
therefore only have nodes associated with their interiors, so
must both be in L2.
278
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Table 1
Summary of 2D product elements
Product (1D × 1D) Components Modifier Result Mapping
H1 ×H1 f × g (none) fg identity
H1 × L2 f × g (none) fg identity
H1 × L2 f × g H(curl) (0, fg) covariant Piola
H1 × L2 f × g H(div) (−fg, 0) contravariant Piola
L2 ×H1 f × g (none) fg identity
L2 ×H1 f × g H(curl) (fg, 0) covariant Piola
L2 ×H1 f × g H(div) (0, fg) contravariant Piola
L2 × L2 f × g (none) fg identity
In three dimensions, we take KA ⊂ R2 and KB to be an interval, so the product279
cell KA × KB is three-dimensional. Finite elements on a 2D reference cell may be280
in H1, H(curl), H(div) or L2. Elements on a 1D reference cell may be in H1 or L2.281
We will consider the creation of three-dimensional elements in H1, H(curl), H(div)282
and L2. A summary of the following is given in Table 2.283
Note: In the following pictures, we have taken the two-dimensional cell to be a284
triangle. However, the discussion is equally valid for quadrilaterals.285
H1: As in the two-dimensional case, this is formed by taking
the product of two H1 elements.
286
H(curl): The element must again have nodes associated with
edges of the reference product cell. There are two distinct ways
of forming such an element, and in both cases a suitable Piola
transform must be used to map functions from reference to
physical space.
Taking the product of an H1 two-dimensional element with an
L2 one-dimensional element produces a scalar-valued element
with nodes on (0, 1) edges. If we multiply this by the vector
(0, 0, 1), this results in an element whose tangential component
is continuous on all edges and faces.
287
Alternatively, one may take the product of anH(div) orH(curl)
two-dimensional element with an H1 one-dimensional element.
This produces a vector-valued element with nodes on (1, 0)
edges. The product naturally takes values in R2, since the two-
dimensional element is vector-valued and the one-dimensional
element is scalar-valued. However, an H(curl) element in three
dimensions must take values in R3. If the two-dimensional ele-
ment is in H(curl), it is enough to interpret the product as the
first two components of a three-dimensional vector. If the two-
dimensional element is in H(div), the two-dimensional product
must be rotated by 90 degrees before being transformed into a
three-dimensional vector.
288
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Table 2
Summary of 3D product elements
Product (2D × 1D) Components Modifier Result Mapping
H1 ×H1 f × g (none) fg identity
H1 × L2 f × g (none) fg identity
H1 × L2 f × g H(curl) (0, 0, fg) covariant Piola
H(curl)×H1 (fx, fy)× g (none) (fxg, fyg)† *
H(curl)×H1 (fx, fy)× g H(curl) (fxg, fyg, 0) covariant Piola
H(div)×H1 (fx, fy)× g (none) (fxg, fyg)† *
H(div)×H1 (fx, fy)× g H(curl) (−fyg, fxg, 0) covariant Piola
H(curl)× L2 (fx, fy)× g (none) (fxg, fyg)† *
H(curl)× L2 (fx, fy)× g H(div) (fyg,−fxg, 0) contravariant Piola
H(div)× L2 (fx, fy)× g (none) (fxg, fyg)† *
H(div)× L2 (fx, fy)× g H(div) (fxg, fyg, 0) contravariant Piola
L2 ×H1 f × g (none) fg identity
L2 ×H1 f × g H(div) (0, 0, fg) contravariant Piola
L2 × L2 f × g (none) fg identity
The elements marked with † are of little practical use; they are 2-vector valued but are defined over
three-dimensional domains. No mapping has been given for these elements; the Piola
transformations from a 3D cell require all three components to be defined.
H(div): The element must have nodes associated with facets
of the reference product cell. As with H(curl), there are two
distinct ways of forming such an element, and suitable Piola
transforms must again be used.
Taking the product of an L2 two-dimensional element with an
H1 one-dimensional element gives a scalar-valued element with
nodes on (2, 0) facets. Multiplying this by (0, 0, 1) produces
an element whose normal component is continuous across all
facets.
289
Taking the product of an H(div) or H(curl) two-dimensional
element with an L2 one-dimensional element gives a vector-
valued element with nodes on (1, 1) facets. Again, the product
naturally takes values in R2. If the two-dimensional element is
in H(div), it is enough to interpret the product as the first two
components of a three-dimensional vector-valued element whose
third component vanishes. If the two-dimensional element is
in H(curl), the product must be rotated by 90 degrees before
transforming.
290
L2: As in the 2D case, both constituent elements must be in
L2.
291
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2.4.5. Consequences for implementation. The previous subsections moti-292
vate the implementation of several mathematical operations on finite elements. We293
will need an operator that takes the product of two existing elements; we call this294
TensorProductElement. This will generate a new element whose reference cell is295
the product of the reference cells of the constituent elements, as described in subsec-296
tion 2.4.1. It will also construct the product space of functions PA⊗PB , as described297
in subsection 2.4.2, but with no extra manipulation (e.g. expanding into a vector-298
valued space). The basis for PA ⊗ PB is as defined in Eqs. (11) and (12). The nodes299
are topologically associated with topological entities of the reference cell as described300
in subsection 2.4.3.301
To construct the more complicated vector-valued finite elements, we introduce302
additional operators HCurl and HDiv which form a vector-valued H(curl) or H(div)303
element from an existing TensorProductElement. This will modify the product space304
as described in subsection 2.4.4 by manipulating the existing product into a vector of305
the correct dimension (after rotation, if applicable), and setting an appropriate Piola306
transform. We will also need an operator that creates the sum of finite elements; this307
already exists in UFL under the name EnrichedElement, and is represented by +.308
2.5. Product finite elements within finite element exterior calculus.309
The work of Arnold et al. [7, 8] on finite element exterior calculus provides principles310
for obtaining stable mixed finite element discretisations on a domain consisting of311
simplicial cells: intervals, triangles, tetrahedra, and higher-dimensional analogues. In312
full generality, this involves de Rham complexes of polynomial-valued finite element313
differential forms linked by the exterior derivative operator. In 1, 2 and 3 dimensions,314
differential forms can be naturally identified with scalar and vector fields, while the315
exterior derivative can be interpreted as a standard differential operator such as grad,316
curl, or div. The vector-valued element spaces only have partial continuity between317
cells: they are in H(curl) or H(div), which have been discussed already. The element318
spaces themselves were, however, already well-known in the existing finite element319
literature for their use in solving mixed formulations of the Poisson equation and320
problems of a similar nature.321
Arnold et al. [6] generalises finite element exterior calculus to cells which can be322
expressed as geometric products of simplices. It also describes a specific complex of323
finite element spaces on hexahedra (and, implicitly, quadrilaterals). When these differ-324
ential forms are identified with scalar- and vector-valued functions, they correspond to325
the scalar-valued Qr and its discontinuous counterpart DQr, and various well-known326
vector-valued spaces as introduced in Brezzi et al. [13], Ne´de´lec [31] and Ne´de´lec [32].327
Within finite element exterior calculus, there are element spaces which cannot be328
expressed as a tensor product of spaces on simplices – see, for example, Arnold and329
Awanou [5] – but we are not considering such spaces in this paper.330
Finite element exterior calculus makes use of de Rham complexes of finite element331
spaces. In one dimension, the complex takes the form332
(13) U0
d
dx−→ U1,333
where U0 ⊂ H1 and U1 ⊂ L2. In two dimensions, there are two types of complex,334
arising due to two possible identifications of differential 1-forms with vector fields:335
(14) U0
∇⊥−→ U1 ∇·−→ U2,336
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where U0 ⊂ H1, U1 ⊂ H(div), and U2 ⊂ L2, and337
(15) U0
∇−→ U1 ∇
⊥·−→ U2,338
where U0 ⊂ H1, U1 ⊂ H(curl), and U2 ⊂ L2. In three dimensions, the complex takes339
the form340
(16) U0
∇−→ U1 ∇×−→ U2 ∇·−→ U3,341
where U0 ⊂ H1, U1 ⊂ H(curl), U2 ⊂ H(div), and U3 ⊂ L2.342
Given an existing two-dimensional complex (U0, U1, U2) and a one-dimensional343
complex (V0, V1), we can generate a product complex on the three-dimensional product344
cell:345
(17) W0
∇−→W1 ∇×−→W2 ∇·−→W3,346
where347
W0 := U0 ⊗ V0,(18)348
W1 := HCurl(U0 ⊗ V1)⊕ HCurl(U1 ⊗ V0),(19)349
W2 := HDiv(U1 ⊗ V1)⊕ HDiv(U2 ⊗ V0),(20)350
W3 := U2 ⊗ V1,(21)351352
with W0 ⊂ H1,W1 ⊂ H(curl),W2 ⊂ H(div),W3 ⊂ L2 (compare the complex given353
in Eq. (16)). The vector-valued spaces are direct sums of ‘product’ spaces that have354
been modified by the HCurl or HDiv operator.355
Similarly, taking the product of two one-dimensional complexes produces a prod-356
uct complex on the two-dimensional product cell in which the vector-valued space is357
in either H(div) or H(curl).358
2.6. Product complexes using differential forms. This section summarises359
Arnold et al. [6] by restating the results of subsection 2.4 and subsection 2.5 in the360
language of differential forms, which can be considered a generalisation of scalar and361
vector fields.362
In three dimensions, 0-forms and 3-forms are identified with scalar fields, while363
1-forms and 2-forms are identified with vector fields. In two dimensions, 0-forms and364
2-forms are identified with scalar fields. 1-forms are identified with vector fields, but365
this can be done in two different ways since 1-forms and (n-1)-forms coincide. This366
results in two possible vector fields, which differ by a 90-degree rotation. In one367
dimension, both 0-forms and 1-forms are conventionally identified with scalar fields.368
Let KA ⊂ Rn, KB ⊂ Rm be domains. Suppose we are given de Rham subcom-369
plexes on KA and KB ,370
U0
d−→ U1 d−→ · · · d−→ Un, V0 d−→ V1 d−→ · · · d−→ Vm,(22)371372
where each Uk is a space of (polynomial) differential k-forms on KA and each Vk is373
a space of differential k-forms on KB . The product of these complexes is a de Rham374
subcomplex on KA ×KB :375
(23) (U ⊗ V )0 d−→ (U ⊗ V )1 d−→ · · · d−→ (U ⊗ V )n+m,376
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where, for k = 0, 1, . . . , n+m,377
(24) (U ⊗ V )k :=
⊕
i+j=k
(Ui ⊗ Vj).378
Note that (U ⊗ V )k is a space of (polynomial) k-forms on KA ⊗ KB , and can379
hence be interpreted as a scalar or vector field in 2 or 3 spatial dimensions. It can380
be easily verified that the definitions in Eqs. (23) and (24) gives rise to Eq. (17) in381
three dimensions, for example. The discussion in subsection 2.4.2 and subsection 2.4.4382
on the product of function spaces can be summarised by the definition of ⊗ on the383
right-hand side of Eq. (24), along with the definition of the standard wedge product384
of differential forms. It is clear that much of the apparent complexity of the HDiv and385
HCurl operators introduced in subsection 2.4 arises from working with scalars and386
vectors rather than introducing differential forms!387
3. Implementation. The symbolic operations on finite elements, derived in388
the previous section, have been implemented within Firedrake [35, 34]. Firedrake is389
an “automated system for the portable solution of partial differential equations using390
the finite element method”. Firedrake has several dependencies. Some of these are391
components of the FEniCS Project [26]:392
FIAT FInite element Automatic Tabulator [21, 22], for the construction and tabu-393
lation of finite element basis functions394
UFL Unified Form Language [4, 2], a domain-specific language for the specification395
of finite element variational forms396
Firedrake also relies on PyOP2 [36] and COFFEE [29].397
The changes required to effect the generation of product elements were largely398
confined to FIAT and UFL, while support for integration over product cells is included399
in Firedrake’s form compiler. We begin this section with more detailed expositions on400
FIAT and UFL. We discuss the implementation of product finite elements in subsec-401
tion 3.3. We talk about the resulting algebraic structure in subsection 3.4. We finish402
by discussing the new integration regions, in subsection 3.5.403
3.1. FIAT. This component is responsible for computing finite element basis404
functions for a wide range of finite element families. To do this, it works with an ab-405
straction based on Ciarlet’s definition of a finite element, as given in subsection 2.1.406
The reference cell K is defined using a set of vertices, with higher-dimensional geomet-407
rical objects defined as sets of vertices. The polynomial space P is defined implicitly408
through a prime basis: typically an orthonormal set of polynomials, such as (on tri-409
angles) a Dubiner basis, which can be stably evaluated to high polynomial order. The410
set of nodes N is also defined; this implies the existence of a nodal basis for P , as411
explained previously.412
The nodal basis, which is important in calculations, can be expressed as linear413
combinations of prime basis functions. This is done automatically by FIAT; details414
are given in [21]. The main method of interacting with FIAT is by requesting the415
tabulated values of the nodal basis functions at a set of points inside K – typically416
a set of quadrature points. FIAT also stores the geometric decomposition of nodes417
relative to the topological entities of K.418
3.2. UFL. This component is a domain-specific language, embedded in Python,419
for representing weak formulations of partial differential equations. It is centred420
around expressing multilinear forms: maps from the product of some set of func-421
tion spaces {Vj}ρj=1 into the real numbers which are linear in each argument, where ρ422
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is 0, 1 or 2. Additionally, the form may be parameterised over one or more coefficient423
functions, and is not necessarily linear in these. The form may include derivatives of424
functions, and the language has extensive support for matrix algebra operations.425
We can assume that the function spaces are finite element spaces; in UFL, these426
are represented by the FiniteElement class. This requires three pieces of information:427
the element family, the geometric cell, and the polynomial degree. A limited amount428
of symbolic manipulation on FiniteElement objects could already be done: the UFL429
EnrichedElement class is used to represent the ⊕ operator discussed in subsection 2.2.430
3.3. Implementation of product finite elements. To implement product fi-431
nite elements, additions to UFL and FIAT were required. The UFL changes are purely432
symbolic and allow the new elements to be represented. The FIAT changes allow the433
new elements (and derivatives thereof) to be numerically tabulated at specified points434
in the reference cell.435
As discussed in subsection 2.4.5, we implemented several new element classes436
in UFL. The existing UFL FiniteElement classes has two essential properties: the437
degree and the value shape. The degree is the maximal degree of any polynomial438
basis function – this allows determination of an appropriate quadrature rule. The439
value shape represents whether the element is scalar-valued or vector-valued and, if440
applicable, the dimension of the vector in physical space. This allows suitable code441
to be generated when doing vector and tensor operations.442
For TensorProductElements, we define the degree to be a tuple; the basis func-443
tions are products of polynomials in distinct sets of variables. It is therefore ad-444
vantageous to store the polynomial degrees separately for later use with a product445
quadrature rule. The value shape is defined according to the definition in subsec-446
tion 2.4.2 for the product of functions. For HCurl and HDiv elements, the degree is447
identical to the degree of the underlying TensorProductElement. The value shape448
needs to be modified: in physical space, these vector-valued elements have dimension449
equal to the dimension of the physical space.450
The secondary role of FIAT is to store a representation of the geometric de-451
composition of nodes. For product elements, the generation of this was described in452
subsection 2.4.3. The primary role is to tabulate finite element basis functions, and453
derivatives thereof, at specified points in the reference cell. The tabulate method454
of a FIAT finite element takes two arguments: the maximal order of derivatives to455
tabulate, and the set of points.456
Let Φi,j(x, y, z) := Φ
(A)
i (x, y)Φ
(B)
j (z) be some product element basis function; we457
will assume that this is scalar-valued to ease the exposition. Suppose we need to458
tabulate the x-derivative of this at some specified point (x0, y0, z0). Clearly459
(25)
∂Φi,j
∂x
(x0, y0, z0) =
∂Φ
(A)
i
∂x
(x0, y0)Φ
(B)
j (z0).460
In other words, the value can be obtained from tabulating (derivatives of) basis func-461
tions of the constituent elements at appropriate points. It is clear that this extends462
to other combinations of derivatives, as well as to components of vector-valued basis463
functions. Further modifications to the tabulation for curl- or div-conforming vector464
elements are relatively simple, as detailed in subsection 2.4.4.465
3.4. Algebraic structure. The extensions described in subsection 3.3 enable466
sophisticated manipulation of finite elements within UFL. For example, consider the467
following complex on triangles, highlighted by Cotter and Shipton [18] as being rele-468
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Listing 1
Construction of a complicated product complex in UFL
U0_0 = FiniteElement("P", triangle , 2)
U0_1 = FiniteElement("B", triangle , 3)
U0 = EnrichedElement(U0_0 , U0_1)
U1 = FiniteElement("BDFM", triangle , 2)
U2 = FiniteElement("DP", triangle , 1)
V0 = FiniteElement("P", interval , 1)
V1 = FiniteElement("DP", interval , 0)
W0 = TensorProductElement(U0 , V0)
W1_h = TensorProductElement(U1, V0)
W1_v = TensorProductElement(U0, V1)
W1 = EnrichedElement(HCurl(W1_h), HCurl(W1_v))
W2_h = TensorProductElement(U1, V1)
W2_v = TensorProductElement(U2, V0)
W2 = EnrichedElement(HDiv(W2_h), HDiv(W2_v))
W3 = TensorProductElement(U2 , V1)
vant for numerical weather prediction:469
(26) P2 ⊕ B3 ∇
⊥
−→ BDFM2 ∇·−→ DP1.470
Here, P2⊕B3 denotes the space of quadratic polynomials enriched by a cubic ‘bubble’471
function, BDFM2 represents a member of the vector-valued Brezzi–Douglas–Fortin–472
Marini element family [14] in H(div), and DP1 represents the space of discontinuous,473
piecewise-linear functions. Suppose we wish to take the product of this with some474
complex on intervals, such as475
(27) P2
d
dx−→ DP1.476
This generates a complex on triangular prisms:477
(28) W0
∇−→W1 ∇×−→W2 ∇·−→W3,478
where479
W0 := (P
4
2 ⊕ B43 )⊗ P2,(29)480
W1 := HCurl((P
4
2 ⊕ B43 )⊗DP1)⊕ HCurl(BDFM42 ⊗ P2),(30)481
W2 := HDiv(BDFM
4
2 ⊗DP1)⊕ HDiv(DP41 ⊗ P2),(31)482
W3 := DP
4
1 ⊗DP1;(32)483484
we have marked the elements on triangles by 4 for clarity. Following our extensions485
to UFL, the product complex may be constructed as shown in Listing 1. Some of486
these elements are used in the example in subsection 4.2.487
3.5. Support for new integration regions. On simplicial meshes, Firedrake488
supports three types of integrals: integrals over cells, integrals over exterior facets489
and integrals over interior facets. Integrals over exterior facets are typically used490
to apply boundary conditions weakly, while integrals over interior facets are used491
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to couple neighbouring cells when discontinuous function spaces are present. The492
implementation of the different types of integral is quite elegant: the only difference493
between integrating a function over the interior of the cell and over a single facet is494
the choice of quadrature points and quadrature weights. Note that Firedrake assumes495
that the mesh is conforming – hanging nodes are not currently supported.496
On product cells, all entities can be considered as a product of entities on the497
constituent cells. We can therefore construct product quadrature rules, making use of498
existing quadrature rules for constituent cells and facets thereof. In addition, we split499
the facet integrals into separate integrals over ‘vertical’ and ‘horizontal’ facets. This is500
natural when executing a computational kernel over an extruded unstructured mesh,501
and may be useful in geophysical contexts where horizontal and vertical motions may502
be treated differently.503
4. Numerical examples. In this section, we give several examples to demon-504
strate the correctness of our implementation. Quantitative analysis is performed505
where possible, e.g. demonstration of convergence to a known solution at expected506
order with increasing mesh resolution. Tests are performed in both two and three507
spatial dimensions. We make use of Firedrake’s ExtrudedMesh functionality. In two508
dimensions, the cells are quadrilaterals, usually squares. In three dimensions, we use509
triangular prisms, though we can also build elements on hexahedra.510
When referring to standard finite element spaces, we follow the convention in511
which the number refers to the degree of the minimal complete polynomial space512
containing the element, not the maximal complete polynomial space contained by513
the element. Thus, an element containing some, but not all, linear polynomials is514
numbered 1, rather than 0. This is the convention used by UFL, and is also justified515
from the perspective of finite element exterior calculus.516
4.1. Vector Laplacian (3D). We seek a solution to517
(33) −∇(∇ · ~u) +∇× (∇× ~u) = ~f518
in a domain Ω, with boundary conditions519
~u · ~n = 0,(34)520
(∇× ~u)× ~n = 0(35)521522
on ∂Ω, where ~n is the outward normal. A na¨ıve discretisation can lead to spurious523
solutions, especially on non-convex domains, but an accurate discretisation can be524
obtained by introducing an auxiliary variable (see, for example, Arnold et al. [8]):525
σ = −∇ · ~u,(36)526
∇σ +∇× (∇× ~u) = ~f.(37)527528
Let V0 ⊂ H1, V1 ⊂ H(curl) be finite element spaces. A suitable weak formulation529
is: find σ ∈ V0, ~u ∈ V1 such that530
〈τ, σ〉 − 〈∇τ, ~u〉 = 0,(38)531
〈~v,∇σ〉+ 〈∇ × ~v,∇× ~u〉 = 〈~v, ~f〉,(39)532533
for all τ ∈ V0, ~v ∈ V1, where we have used angled brackets to denote the standard534
L2 inner product. The boundary conditions have been implicitly applied, in a weak535
sense, through neglecting the surface terms when integrating by parts.536
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Fig. 1. The L2 error between the computed and ‘analytic’ solution is plotted against ∆x for
the 3D problem described in subsection 4.1. The dotted lines are proportional to ∆xn, for n from 1
to 4, and are merely to aid comprehension.
We take Ω to be the unit cube [0, 1]3. Let k, l and m be arbitrary. Then537
(40) ~f = pi2
 (k2 + l2) sin(kpix) cos(lpiy)(l2 +m2) sin(lpiy) cos(mpiz)
(k2 +m2) sin(mpiz) cos(kpix)
538
produces the solution539
(41) ~u =
 sin(kpix) cos(lpiy)sin(lpiy) cos(mpiz)
sin(mpiz) cos(kpix)
 ,540
which satisfies the boundary conditions.541
To discretise this problem, we subdivide Ω into triangular prisms whose base is a542
right-angled triangle with short sides of length ∆x and whose height is ∆x. We use543
the Qr prism element for the H
1 space, and the degree-r Ne´de´lec prism element of544
the first kind for the H(curl) space, for r from 1 to 3. We take k, l and m to be 1, 2545
and 3, respectively. We approximate ~f by interpolating the analytic expression onto546
a vector-valued function in Qr+1. The L
2 errors between the calculated and ‘analytic’547
solutions for varying ∆x are plotted in Figure 1. This is done for both ~u and σ; the548
so-called analytic solutions are approximations which are formed by interpolating the549
genuine analytic solution onto nodes of Qr+1.550
4.2. Gravity wave (3D). A simple model of atmospheric flow is given by551
(42)
∂~u
∂t
= −∇p+ bzˆ, ∂b
∂t
= −N2~u · zˆ, ∂p
∂t
= −c2∇ · ~u,552
along with the boundary condition ~u · ~n = 0, where ~n is a unit normal vector. The553
prognostic variables are the velocity, ~u, the pressure perturbation, p, and the buoyancy554
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perturbation, b. The scalars N and c are (dimensional) constants, while zˆ represents555
a unit vector opposite to the direction of gravity. These equations are a reduction of,556
for example, (17)–(21) from [44], in which we have neglected the constant background557
velocity and the Coriolis term, and rescaled θ by θ0/g to produce b.558
Given some three-dimensional product complex as in Eq. (17), we seek a solution559
with ~u ∈W 02 , b ∈W v2 and p ∈W3. W 02 is the subspace ofW2 whose normal component560
vanishes on the boundary of the domain. W v2 denotes the “vertical” part of W2: if561
we write W2 as a sum of two product elements HDiv(U1 ⊗ V1) and HDiv(U2 ⊗ V0)562
then W v2 is the scalar-valued product U2 ⊗ V0, as was constructed in Listing 1. This563
combination of finite element spaces for ~u and b is analogous to the Charney–Phillips564
staggering of variables in the vertical direction [16].565
A semi-discrete form of (42) is the following: find ~u ∈W 02 , b ∈W v2 , p ∈W3 such566
that for all ~w ∈W 02 , γ ∈W v2 , φ ∈W3567 〈
~w,
∂~u
∂t
〉
− 〈∇ · ~w, p〉 − 〈~w, bzˆ〉 = 0(43)568 〈
γ,
∂b
∂t
〉
+N2 〈γ, ~u · zˆ〉 = 0(44)569 〈
φ,
∂p
∂t
〉
+ c2 〈φ,∇ · ~u〉 = 0.(45)570
571
It can be easily verified that the original equations, (42), together with the bound-572
ary condition lead to conservation of the energy perturbation573
(46)
∫
Ω
1
2
|~u|2 + 1
2N2
b2 +
1
2c2
p2 dx.574
The three terms can be interpreted as kinetic energy (KE), potential energy (PE) and575
internal energy (IE), respectively. The semi-discretisation given in Eqs. (43)–(45) also576
conserves this energy. If we discretise in time using the implicit midpoint rule, which577
preserves quadratic invariants [24] then the fully discrete system will conserve energy578
as well.579
We take the domain to be a spherical shell centred at the origin. Its inner radius,580
a, is approximately 6371km, and its thickness, H, is 10km. The domain is divided into581
triangular prism cells with side-lengths of the order of 1000km and height 1km. We582
take N = 10−2s−1 and c = 300ms−1. The simulation starts at rest with a buoyancy583
perturbation and a vertically balancing pressure field given by584
(47) b =
sin(pi(|~x| − a)/H)
1 + z2/L2
, p = −H
pi
cos(pi(|~x| − a)/H)
1 + z2/L2
;585
L is a horizontal length-scale, which we take to be 500km. We use a timestep of 1920s,586
and run for a total of 480,000s.587
To discretise this problem, we use the product elements formed from the BDFM2588
complex on triangles and the P2–DP1 complex on intervals; these were constructed in589
subsection 3.4. The initial conditions are interpolated into the buoyancy and pressure590
fields. The energy is calculated at every time step; the results are plotted in Figure 2.591
The total energy is conserved to roughly one part in 1.4 × 108, which is comparable592
to the linear solver tolerances.593
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Fig. 2. Evolution of energy for the simulation described in subsection 4.2. The components are
the potential energy, PE, the kinetic energy, KE, and the internal energy, IE. The choice of spatial
and temporal discretisations leads to exact conservation of total energy up to solver tolerances; this
is indeed observed. The event at approximately t = 320,000s corresponds to the zonally-symmetric
gravity wave reaching the poles of the spherical domain.
4.3. DG advection (2D). The advection of a scalar field q by a known divergence-594
free velocity field ~u0 can be described by the equation595
(48)
∂q
∂t
+∇ · ( ~u0q) = 0.596
If q is in a discontinuous function space, V , a suitable weak formulation is597
(49)
〈
φ,
∂q
∂t
〉
= 〈∇φ, q ~u0〉 −
∫
Γext
φq˜ ~u0 · ~nds −
∫
Γint
JφKq˜ ~u0 · ~ndS,598
for all φ ∈ V , where the integrals on the right hand side are over exterior and interior599
mesh facets, with ds and dS appropriate integration measures. ~n is the appropriately-600
oriented normal vector, q˜ represents the upwind value of q, while JφK represents the601
jump in φ. We assume that, on parts of the boundary corresponding to inflow, q˜ = 0.602
This example will therefore demonstrate the ability to integrate over interior and603
exterior mesh facets.604
We discretise Eq. (49) in time using the third-order three-stage strong-stability-605
preserving Runge-Kutta scheme given in [43]. We take Ω to be the unit square [0, 1]2.606
Our initial condition will be a cosine hill607
(50) q =
{
1
2
(
1 + cos
(
pi |~x− ~x0|r0
))
, |~x− ~x0| < r0
0, otherwise,
608
with radius r0 = 0.15, centred at ~x0 = (0.25, 0.5). The prescribed velocity field is609
(51) ~u0(~x, t) = cos
(
pit
T
)(
sin(pix)2 sin(2piy)
− sin(piy)2 sin(2pix)
)
,610
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Fig. 3. The L2 error between the computed and ‘analytic’ solution is plotted against ∆x for
the problem described in subsection 4.3. The dotted lines are proportional to ∆x and ∆x2, and are
merely to aid comprehension. The DQ0 simulations converge at first-order for sufficiently small
values of ∆x. The DQ1 simulations converge at second-order, as expected. The cosine bell initial
condition has a discontinuous second derivative, which inhibits the DQ2 simulations from exceeding
a second-order rate of convergence.
as in LeVeque [25]. This gives a reversing, swirling flow field which vanishes on the611
boundaries of Ω. The initial condition should be recovered at t = T . Following [25],612
we take T = 32 .613
To discretise this problem, we subdivide Ω into squares with side length ∆x. We614
use DQr for the discontinuous function space, for r from 0 to 2, which are products615
of 1D discontinuous elements. We initialise q by interpolating the expression given616
in Eq. (50) into the appropriate space. We approximate ~u0 by interpolating the617
expression given in Eq. (51) onto a vector-valued function in Q2. The L
2 errors618
between the initial and final q fields for varying ∆x are plotted in Figure 3.619
5. Limitations and extensions. There are several limitations of the current620
implementation, which leaves scope for future work. The most obvious is that the621
quadrature calculations are relatively inefficient, particularly at high order. The prod-622
uct structure of the basis functions can be exploited to generate a more efficient im-623
plementation of numerical quadrature. This can be done using the sum-factorisation624
method, which lifts invariant terms out of the innermost loop. In the very simplest625
cases, direct factorisation of the integral may be possible. Such operations could have626
been implemented within Firedrake’s form compiler. However, this would mask the627
underlying issue – that FIAT, which is supposed to be wholly responsible for pro-628
ducing the finite elements, has no way to communicate any underlying basis function629
structure. Work is underway on a more sophisticated layer of software that returns630
an algorithm for performing a given operation on a finite element, rather than merely631
an array of tabulated basis functions.632
Firedrake has recently gained full support for non-affine coordinate transforma-633
tions. In the previous version of the form compiler, the Jacobian of the coordinate634
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Table 3
Examples of the construction of standard finite element spaces. In the left-hand column, we
use the notation of the Periodic Table of the Finite Elements [9] where possible.
Element Cell Construction?
Qr (also written Qr,r) quadrilateral Pr ⊗ Pr
RTCEr, Raviart–Thomas
‘edge’ element†
quadrilateral HCurl(Pr ⊗DPr−1)⊕ HCurl(DPr−1 ⊗ Pr)
Ne´de´lec ‘edge’ element of
the second kind‡
quadrilateral HCurl(Pr ⊗DPr)⊕ HCurl(DPr ⊗ Pr)
RTCFr, Raviart–Thomas
‘face’ element [38]
quadrilateral HDiv(Pr ⊗DPr−1)⊕ HDiv(DPr−1 ⊗ Pr)
Ne´de´lec ‘face’ element of
the second kind‡
quadrilateral HDiv(Pr ⊗DPr)⊕ HDiv(DPr ⊗ Pr)
DQr (discontinuous Qr) quadrilateral DPr ⊗DPr
Pr,r†† triangular prism P4r ⊗ Pr
Ne´de´lec ‘edge’ element of
the first kind‡‡
triangular prism HCurl(P4r ⊗DPr−1)⊕ HCurl(RTE4r ⊗ Pr)
Ne´de´lec ‘edge’ element of
the second kind [32]
triangular prism HCurl(P4r ⊗DPr)⊕ HCurl(BDME4r ⊗ Pr)
Ne´de´lec ‘face’ element of
the first kind‡‡
triangular prism HDiv(RTF4r ⊗DPr−1)⊕ HDiv(DP4r−1 ⊗ Pr)
Ne´de´lec ‘face’ element of
the second kind [32]
triangular prism HDiv(BDMF4r ⊗DPr)⊕ HDiv(DP4r ⊗ Pr)
DPr,r triangular prism DP
4
r ⊗DPr
Qr (also written Qr,r,r) hexahedra Qr ⊗ Pr
NCEr, Ne´de´lec ‘edge’ ele-
ment of the first kind [31]
hexahedra HCurl(Qr ⊗DPr−1)⊕ HCurl(RTCEr ⊗ Pr)
Ne´de´lec ‘edge’ element of
the second kind [32]
hexahedra HCurl(Qr ⊗DPr)⊕ HCurl(N2CEr ⊗ Pr)
NCFr, Ne´de´lec ‘face’ ele-
ment of the first kind [31]
hexahedra HDiv(RTCFr ⊗DPr−1)⊕ HDiv(DQr−1 ⊗ Pr)
Ne´de´lec ‘face’ element of
the second kind [32]
hexahedra HDiv(N2CFr ⊗DPr)⊕ HDiv(DQr ⊗ Pr)
DQr hexahedra DQ

r ⊗DPr
†: this is a curl-conforming analogue of the usual Raviart–Thomas quadrilateral element [38].
‡: these are the quadrilateral reductions of the hexahedral Ne´de´lec elements of the second kind [32].
††: this denotes the element with polynomial degree r in the first two variables, and polynomial
degree r in the third variable separately.
‡‡: these are the prism equivalents of the tetrahedral and hexahedral Ne´de´lec elements [31].
?: RTE and RTF refer to the Raviart–Thomas edge and face elements on triangles. BDME and
BDMF refer to the Brezzi–Douglas–Marini [13] edge and face elements on triangles. N2CE and
N2CF refer to the Ne´de´lec elements of the second kind that we construct on quadrilaterals.
mapping was assumed to be constant across each cell. This is satisfactory for simplices,635
since the physical and reference cells can always be linked by an affine transforma-636
tion. However, this statement does not hold for quadrilateral, triangular prism, or637
hexahedral cells. Firedrake now evaluates the Jacobian at quadrature points. This638
functionality is also necessary for accurate calculations on curvilinear cells, in which639
the coordinate transformation is quadratic or higher-order. This allows, for example,640
more faithful representations of a sphere or spherical shell, extending the work done641
in [40].642
6. Conclusion. This paper presented extensions to the automated code genera-643
tion pipeline of Firedrake to facilitate the use of finite element spaces on non-simplex644
cells, in two and three dimensions. A wide range of finite elements can be constructed,645
including, but not limited to, those listed in Table 3. The examples made extensive646
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use of the recently-added extruded mesh functionality in Firedrake; a related paper647
detailing the implementation of extruded meshes is in preparation.648
All numerical experiments given in this paper were performed with the following649
versions of software, which we have archived on Zenodo: Firedrake [30], PyOP2 [37],650
TSFC [20], COFFEE [28], UFL [3], FIAT [39], PETSc [45], PETSc4py [19]. The code651
for the numerical experiments can be found in the supplement to the paper.652
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